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Abstract 

We report on the properties of magnesium fluoride (MgF2) thin films deposited by electron 

beam evaporation as a function of substrate deposition temperature and ex-situ annealing 

temperature. In particular, we report on the dependence of refractive index on annealing 

temperature, which can be used as a tuning parameter of the optical properties. Mechanical 

and structural properties of the films influenced by the annealing are also examined. 

Changing the substrate temperature from 50 °C to 240 °C caused a decrease of the refractive 

index and the lowest value of 1.36 (measured at 632.8 nm) was achieved for the substrate 

temperature of 240 °C. Rapid thermal annealing further decreased the refractive indices to 

slightly below 1.32. This could indicate increase in the film porousness and removal of 

adsorbed water molecules. Prior annealing the film surfaces were very smooth with root 

mean square and mean roughness below 1 nm. Annealing above 700 °C changed the structure 

of the films drastically, as they started to form a granular structure, while an annealing 

temperature of 1000 °C increased the refractive index to a value as high as 1.5. Using X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy we show that the surface of the films consist mainly of Mg and 

F atoms, but also small traces of C and O are present. The Mg:F ratio remained essentially 

the same (43:57) between different deposition temperatures. To demonstrate the need for 

post-deposition annealing treatment, we have also studied the aging effect in the MgF2 based 

anti-reflective coatings.
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1. Introduction 

MgF2 is a widely used material for various kind of optical coatings [1–3]. Its relatively low 

refractive index of ~1.4 at visible wavelengths and wide transmission window from 0.11 to 

4 µm [4] makes it a suitable low index material for optical coatings, such as anti-reflective 

coatings (ARC) and high reflectance dielectric mirrors. Multi-junction solar cells represent a 

specific application area where such ARCs are used, and where the specific optical properties 

of MgF2 films present attractive features in terms of device performance, in particular in 

terms of achieving a broadband operation. To this end, thin film ARC structures utilized in 

multi-junction III‒V semiconductor solar cells require non-absorbing high and low refractive 

index materials over a very broad wavelength range, extending from ultraviolet (UV) to 

beyond 1.5 µm, thus bringing considerable challenges for practical realization. For such 

coating MgF2 is used as the low refractive index layer [2,5,6]. We should note that not just 

refractive index values but also the material properties are uttermost important when 

designing a structure that provides a low loss ARC while maintaining its functionality for a 

long time in varying environments. In this respect previous studies have demonstrated the 

effects of the deposition parameters on MgF2 films employing electron beam evaporation [7], 

thermal evaporation [8,9], sputtering [10–13] and atomic layer deposition [14]. Moreover, 

studies focused on ion assisted deposition (IAD) showed some unwanted changes in film 

properties, like greater losses in the UV region and oxygen implantation [15]. It was also 

shown that IAD alone will not remove the need for substrate heating [16]. In this study we 

focus on identifying the interplay between the deposition parameters and the properties of 

MgF2 thin films when employing electron beam (e-beam) evaporation. We focus in particular 
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on the influence of the substrate temperature together with the post deposition annealing on 

the properties of MgF2 with the aim to gain a good level of controllability over the film 

properties. 

2. Materials and methods

The MgF2 thin films were deposited by a custom-built electron beam evaporator system. The

device was assembled by Instrumentti Mattila Oy and it includes electron sources, crucibles,

and sweep controls from Telemark Ltd and quartz monitoring from Intellemetrics Global

Ltd. The system is essentially an improved bell jar vacuum chamber with two separate

sections, one for materials and the electron source and another for samples. The sections are

isolated with a gate valve, which enables using the upper chamber as a loading chamber. The

vacuum level of the system is approximately 1×10-6 mbar. The films were evaporated from

MgF2 granules [17] in 16.3 cc tantalum liner. For electron beam creation we used Telemark’s

7-1/2 turn tungsten filament and voltage of 8 keV with a total filament current between 4-8

mA. The electron beam was spiral shaped with a beam spot size approximately 3 cm2. The

evaporation rate was controlled via monitoring the filament current and the average

deposition rate was kept at 0.3 nm/s. Substrate temperature (Ts) was measured from the

backside of the steel substrate holder, where the holder temperature is approximated to be in

thermal equilibrium with the substrate during the thin film deposition. The measurement

utilized a K-type thermocouple for temperature monitoring and the heating of the substrates

was done radiatively by halogen lamps.
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The MgF2 films were grown on 2” Si wafers and had a thickness of ~100 nm. The native 

monolayer oxide [18] on Si wafers was not removed prior to the growth and this was taken 

into account in spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements. Samples are identified by Ts as 

Ts50, Ts100, Ts150, Ts200 and Ts240, corresponding to 50 °C, 100 °C, 150 °C, 200 °C, and 

240 °C, respectively. Subsequent to the growth, a test series of the samples was exposed to 

rapid thermal annealing (RTA) using JetFirst 100 annealing system from Jipelec Ltd. The 

annealing temperature Ta was varied from 300 °C to 1000 °C with 100 °C intervals. Inert N2 

atmosphere was used during temperature ramping while the annealing at the constant 

temperature was performed in a vacuum. Three of the annealed Ts200 samples were later 

characterized with atomic force microscope (AFM) and they are referred as Ts200Ta300, 

Ts200Ta700 and Ts200Ta900.  

Film thicknesses and refractive indices of the MgF2 layers were determined with a Rudolph 

AutoEL III Null ellipsometer equipped with a He/Ne laser at λ = 632.8 nm. The parameters 

for ellipsometric calculations were the refractive index of Si-substrate nS = 3.863, substrate 

extinction coefficient kS = 0.162 and the 70° angle of incidence. The refractive indices and 

film thicknesses in this study are average values of several measurements. For error limits 

we have used the standard deviation of single measurements, added the precision of the 

ellipsometer (refractive index 0.001, thickness 1 Å), and rounded up for consistent limits. 

For refractive index this gives an error limit of ±0.002 and for normalized thickness an error 

limit of ±0.02 a.u. with 90 % level of confidence. These ellipsometric measurements were 

used to monitor film properties during environmental testing. The tests included 

measurements of the films i) as deposited, ii) after they were kept for two weeks in ambient 
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conditions (22 °C, and relative humidity of 40%), iii) after they were soaked in water for 24h, 

iv) after they were kept for a year in ambient conditions (again 22 °C and relative humidity 

of 40%), v) after short vacuum exposure (1 hour at 1×10-5 mbar), and finally vi) after long 

vacuum exposure (3 hours at 1×10-5 mbar and heating at 150 °C ).  

Spectroscopic ellipsometry was performed with a J.A.Woollam VASE spectral ellipsometer 

and the software used for material modelling was WVASE32® Version 3.774. All Psi and 

Delta ellipsometry function calculations were based on models incorporated in this software. 

A single oscillator Sellmeier approach was used to model the material refractive index and 

dispersion [19]. The uncertainty intervals for refractive indices were calculated using 

Sellmeier model parameter with uncertainties reported by the WVASE software. This 

method does not take into account the possibility of a systematic error due to the cross-

dependence of the material parameters and presumption of a normal distribution for the 

uncertainties.  

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed utilizing a non-

monochromatized Al Kα X-rays (1486.6 eV) generated by DAR400 flood X-ray source 

(Omicron Nanotechnology GmBH) operated at 300 W for excitation of photoelectrons. The 

measurements were carried out in normal emission with detection area of 2.93 mm2 (1.93 

mm). The core level spectra were collected with a pass energy of 10 eV, producing a full 

width at half maximum (FWHM) of 1.09 eV for reference metallic Ag 3d5/2 peak, employing 

Argus hemispherical electron spectrometer (Omicron Nanotechnology GmBH) installed in a 

multifunctional ultra-high vacuum system with base pressure below 1×10-10 mbar [20]. 
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The surface elemental concentrations and chemical states of compounds were identified by 

analyzing the core level photoemission spectra of C 1s, O 1s, Mg 2p, and F 2s using CasaXPS 

software Version 2.3.17PR1.1.2 [21]. The binding energy scale was calibrated according to 

the Mg 1s (MgF2) component at 1305.0 eV. The spectral components were least-squares 

fitted with a combination of symmetric Gaussian–Lorentzian or asymmetric Lorentzian line 

shapes with tail damping followed by Shirley-type background subtraction. The relative 

atomic concentrations were calculated using Scofield’s photoionization cross sections [22] 

and experimentally measured transmission function of the Argus analyzer. The sampling 

depths of the C 1s, O 1s, Mg 2p (~51 eV), and F 2s (~30 eV) signals in MgF2 were calculated 

by TPP2M formula [23] and are 8.2, 6.8, 9.4, and 9.5 nm, respectively. 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging was done with a ΣIGMA™ FESEM that was 

operated with SmartSEM® software, both products of Carl Zeiss NTS Ltd. Acceleration 

voltage was 1 kV and the aperture size was 10 µm. For surface roughness measurements we 

used a DimensionTM 3100 AFM from Veeco Ltd and the image data was constructed with 

WSxM 5.0 Develop 8.2 software [24]. With these microscopic methods we obtained visual 

and numerical data of the structural quality of the MgF2 films. 

To test the aging performance of the e-beam evaporated MgF2 we also designed two different 

ARCs for III‒V multi-junction solar cells with Essential Macleod software [25] and measured 

the reflectance of the actual structures by using PerkinElmer Lambda 1050 

spectrophotometer. The ARC structures were grown at 200 °C and did not have post-

deposition RTA treatment. This Ts was chosen as a mid-value of supplier recommendations 

(150–250 °C) [17]. The ARC was designed for GaInP/GaAs/GaInNAsSb triple-junction 
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solar cells with AlInP window layer [26]. The reflectance of ARCs were measured right after 

deposition and after exposure for a year in ambient conditions. The ARCs consisted of 103 

nm MgF2/ 56 nm TiO2 and 76 nm MgF2/ 39 nm Al2O3 / 50 nm TiO2.  

3. Results and discussion 

In terms of optical properties, we assessed both the refractive indices and the extinction 

coefficients. The refractive indices measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry after deposition 

are plotted in Fig. 1. The measurements reveal a dependency of the refractive index on Ts, 

i.e. higher deposition temperature leads to a lower value of the refractive index. The decrease 

of refractive index as a function of fabrication temperature at selected wavelengths seems 

otherwise close to linear, except at the Ts = 100 °C. This exception could be linked to 

structural changes that start to take place around a substrate temperature of 100 °C.  

Fig. 1. Dispersion curves of the MgF2 thin films and refractive index at selected wavelengths 

as a function of substrate temperature. The uncertainty bars represent 90 % level of 

confidence. 
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The change of the refractive index is linked to the atomic structure of the films. MgF2 thin 

films deposited by e-beam evaporation have been reported to start to crystallize at substrate 

temperatures above 250 °C [27] and to be partly amorphous and partly polycrystalline at 

temperatures below that [28]. As the densely packed amorphous domains start to form 

polycrystalline phases, they induce optically less dense structure, which lowers the refractive 

index. This decrease continues as a function of the deposition temperature, until the 

crystallization temperature (~250 °C) after which the crystalline structure starts to get denser, 

leading to an increase in the refractive index [9]. The results presented in Fig. 1 are in 

agreement with the report of Dumas et al. [28], who showed that in the range of 30 °C to 150 

°C the films are amorphous and in temperatures above 150 °C the films start to be 

polycrystalline. The results in Fig. 1 are to be taken as effective refractive indices of the films, 

as we later show that the film structure is porous and thus the refractive index depends also 

on humidity. The films are kept, however, under the same environmental conditions, so their 

relative comparison is sensible. 

The films Ts50 and Ts240 were measured with XPS to investigate their atomic compositions 

and possible impurities contained in the surface structure. Figure 2 shows the corresponding 

survey spectra and high resolution spectra of low binding energy region. The Mg 2p and F 

2s peaks were used in the calculation of film composition because the signals are close to 

each other in binding energy and thus have similar sampling depth. The main transitions of 

Mg 1s and F 1s were also recorded and used in the chemical identification (not shown here). 

In the XPS scans, we detected four elements: C, O, Mg and F. The small traces of C and O 
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indicate impurities, like hydrocarbons and water, which are adsorbed to the film surface. The 

low amount of the C and O impurities correspond to less than one molecular layer.  

Fig. 2. XPS survey spectra (1400–0 eV) measurements and high resolution spectra (100–0 

eV) of the MgF2 thin films grown at temperatures of 50 °C and 240 °C. 

Both samples Ts50 and Ts240 showed the same Mg:F atomic ratio of 43:57, which is in good 

agreement with the results of Jacob et al. [29], who showed that the atomic ratio of the film 

surface deviates a little from the stoichiometric value of the film. Table 1 summarizes the 

corresponding binding energies for each element, their FWHM and relative concentrations. 

The binding energies and binding energy differences of Mg 1s (1305 eV) and F 1s (685.5–

685.8 eV) with reference also to C 1s (C–C/H) correspond to Mg–F bonding, not Mg–O or 
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metallic Mg. Besides oxidized C species, the O 1s peak at 534.1 eV, detected only for the 

sample Ts50, could be associated with water [30]. As highlighted in red in Table 1, the 

photoelectron peaks of Mg (1s, 2s, 2p) and F (1s, 2s) are narrowed with increased deposition 

temperature indicating increasing structural ordering and/or chemical uniformity in the MgF2 

lattice, e.g., by crystallization and removal of impurities. This is in agreement with the 

presumption based on the refractive index profiles in Fig. 1 and the results of Dumas et al. 

[28]. 

Table 1 XPS results for Ts50 and Ts240 showing the corresponding binding energies for

each transition (EB), the full width at half maximum of the peaks (FWHM) and the relative

atomic concentration of the elements (Cx).

 Sample  C 1s  O 1s  Mg 2p F 2s Mg : F 

   C‒C/H C‒F X‒O(‒H) X‒C=O/‒O Mg‒F Mg‒F   

    X‒C=O/‒O  H2O     

Ts50  Cx (at. %) 1.75 1.97 1.04 0.30 40.78 54.16 42.95 : 57.05 

  EB (eV) 284.78 287.37 531.81 534.14 51.00 30.28   

  FWHM (eV) 3.310 3.310 3.120 3.120 2.523 2.906   

Ts240  Cx (at. %) 2.57 1.83 1.92 - 40.27 53.41 42.99 : 57.01 

  EB (eV) 284.23 287.11 531.60  50.96 30.40   

  FWHM (eV) 2.930 2.930 3.070   2.173 2.686   

Figure 3 shows the refractive index values of the MgF2 films during environmental tests. It 

is expected that during the long aging periods the films have reached an equilibrium state 

with the environment and that the pores have been saturated with water. As the study done 

by Thornton and Harrison showed complete desorption of water molecules by exposing thin 
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films to vacuum at 150 °C [31] , it can expected that after the long vacuum treatment and 

heating, the films will no longer include significant amounts of adsorbed water molecules.  

Fig. 3. Refractive indices and film thicknesses measured at λ=632.8 nm of the MgF2 thin 

films with different post deposition conditions. The uncertainty bars represent 90 % level of 

confidence. 

It is reasonable to expect that the porousness and thus the refractive index of the films would 

be directly comparable as a function of Ts. However, this is not the case right after the 

deposition, most likely due to partially adsorbed water during the evaporation. Ogura et al. 

[32] have shown that even during deposition there are some water molecules that get 

adsorbed to the pores of the film. As our refractive index measurements are done in ambient 

conditions, we are not able to calculate the actual packing density of the films, as the films 

already contain some amount of water. As the films age and they start to reach equilibrium 

with environmental conditions the order of the indices start to follow the assumptions we 
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made based on the dispersion curves in Fig. 1. Soaking in water seems to have no effect on 

other samples than Ts50. This is likely to be caused by the difference in the pore size and 

structure, as with the smaller pore size the surface tension of water is high enough to prevent 

water diffusion to the pores within the used soaking time. When we compare the refractive 

indices of the water soaked samples to the index values of samples kept for about a year in 

ambient conditions, it can be concluded that the pores are not yet saturated with water due to 

the soaking. Furthermore, it can be seen that the short vacuum treatment is not capable of 

removing adsorbed water as the refractive indices still increase when compared to the values 

before vacuum treatment. As expected, the longer vacuum treatment with sufficient heating 

does remove adsorbed water from the film pores, but some hydroxyl groups are likely to 

remain on the surface of the film [31]. Fig. 3 shows that for the samples Ts100–Ts240 the 

film thickness remains rather stable as function of time. For Ts50 it would seem that after the 

deposition the film structure pulls together in the vertical direction of the wafer reducing the 

film thickness. This sort of a change in the film structure indicates relatively loose mechanical 

quality and high porousness. 

Figure 4 shows the surface morphology of the MgF2 films and the cross-sectional film 

structure of samples Ts50 and Ts200 imaged with SEM. The images were taken after a year 

from the deposition. 
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Fig. 4. Sample surfaces of the MgF2 thin films imaged with SEM after a year exposure to 

ambient conditions and cross-sectional images of the samples grown in 50 °C and in 200 °C. 

It is clearly observable that the films deposited at temperatures below 200 °C exhibited a 

large amount of micro-cracks. This influences the optical and mechanical properties of the 

film, as the cracks offer more sites for water vapor adsorption, which in turn modifies the 

effective refractive index, and decrease the abrasion resistance and the adhesion between the 

film and the substrate surface. Using such MgF2 films evaporated at low temperature in 

multilayer structures would be problematic because micro-cracking could result in off-

peeling of the coatings. In addition it seems that the cross-sectional columns of the film 

grown at 50 °C go through the entire film, while for the film grown at 200 °C the columns 

are somewhat shorter and more disorientated, thus creating a denser structure. The structural 

zone model (SZM) introduced by Movchan and Demchishin [33] and later revised by 

Thornton [34], suggests various film growth types according to the ratio of the Ts and the 
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melting temperature of the film material Tm (both in Kelvins). For magnesium fluoride Tm is 

1255 ± 3 °C [35] and the corresponding ratios of our samples are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2 Calculated structure zone model ratios Ts/Tm. 

Sample Ts50 Ts100 Ts150 Ts200 Ts240 

Ts/Tm 0.21 0.24 0.28 0.31 0.34 

According to the SZM, the samples Ts50, Ts100 and Ts150 belong to Zone T (ratio 0.1–0,3), 

which means that their structural growth is dominated by surface diffusion. This kind of 

growth is highly dependent of the total energy of the particles that are forming the film, which 

in this case is dominated by the surface temperature. Lower temperature, thus lower surface 

energy, leads to creation of voids in the films and increases porosity. The samples Ts200 and 

Ts240 belong to Zone II (ratio >0.3), where the films have high enough energy to start to 

form crystalline structure.  

Figure 5 reveals the change of refractive index as a function of Ta. When annealed below 600 

°C, the refractive index of Ts200 and Ts240 remain approximately unchanged, when 

compared to the as deposited values.  However, the samples Ts50–Ts150 exhibit significantly 

lower refractive index values after the RTA treatment.  
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Fig. 5. Refractive indices and film thicknesses measured at λ=632.8 nm of the MgF2 thin 

films annealed in different temperatures. Bulk value by Heavens et al.[36]. The uncertainty 

bars represent 90 % level of confidence. 

This behavior is most likely due to the removal of adsorbed water, which we have assumed

to originate already from the deposition. This leaves behind voids of air (nair = 1.00 vs nwater

= 1.33) and decreases the refractive index. Calculations with effective medium

approximations (EMA) [37] give us the ratios of air/MgF2 in the films, which are shown in

Fig.6. The calculations are based on assumptions that

1) The pores contain only air right after the annealing procedure ( fMgF2 + fair = 1).

2) The MgF2 skeleton has a refractive index of the bulk material n = 1.378 [36].

3) The films are transparent, so the dielectric constant follows equation ɛ = n2.

Here f stands for the volume fraction of the film material expressed in the subscript. In EMA  
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𝑓𝑀𝑔𝐹2 (𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 − 𝜀𝑀𝑔𝐹2)⁄(𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 + 𝜀𝑀𝑔𝐹2) + 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑟 (𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 − 𝜀𝑎𝑖𝑟)⁄(𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 + 𝜀𝑎𝑖𝑟) = 0 , ( 1)

from which we can derive 

𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑟⁄𝑓𝑀𝑔𝐹2 = −((𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 − 𝜀𝑀𝑔𝐹2)⁄(𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 + 𝜀𝑀𝑔𝐹2))⁄((𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 − 𝜀𝑎𝑖𝑟)⁄(𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 + 𝜀𝑎𝑖𝑟)) . ( 2)

The value ɛeff refers now to the effective dielectric constant of the deposited film, value ɛMgF2

to the bulk value and ɛair to the dielectric constant of air. Equation 2 reveals the relative

amount of pores in the film and can be used to calculate the packing density p of the MgF2

film, using

𝑝 = 1 − (𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑟⁄𝑓𝑀𝑔𝐹2). ( 3)

The air/MgF2 ratios plotted in Fig. 6 indicate that increasing the Ta up to 600 °C improves 

the film quality and decreases the air content/porosity of the films, as a global minimum can 

be observed. At 700 °C a radical change occurs and the porosity of the films starts to increase 

again, after which the films seem to get denser than bulk MgF2 based on refractive index 

comparison done in Fig. 5. It can also be stated that above 800 °C our assumptions for the 

EMA are no longer valid, which results to the negative values for air content. 
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Fig. 6. Air/MgF2 ratio of the annealed thin film samples. The uncertainty bars represent 90 

% level of confidence 

As Ta increases to 700 °C the radical change of the film structure can also be seen in the film 

thicknesses shown in Fig.5. The change is likely attributed to the lateral shrinkage of the 

films [38], which would also explain the rapid thickness increase. 

As the trends of refractive index and thickness as function of Ta are very similar between 

samples evaporated at different Ts, we chose few annealed test pieces of the sample Ts200 

for closer examination with AFM. Table 3 presents the root mean square roughness (Rrms) 

and average roughness (Ra) values measured with AFM. Surface roughness affects adhesion 

between thin films [39] and increases surface scattering [40], which needs to be taken into 

account when designing an ARC. 
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Table 3 Surface roughness of the MgF2 films measured by AFM. 

Sample ID Ts50 Ts100 Ts150 Ts200 Ts240 Ts200Ta300 Ts200Ta700 Ts200Ta900 

Rrms [nm] 0.48 0.48 0.44 0.57 0.56 0.58 5.42 13.51 

Ra [nm] 0.38 0.38 0.35 0.44 0.44 0.44 4.23 10.84 

The surface roughness values are in good agreement with the results of  Atanassov et al. [27], 

who studied MgF2 films deposited by e-beam evaporation in room temperature obtaining 

Rrms of 2.276 nm and after annealing in 350 °C for 3 hours Rrms of 14.527 nm. Our results 

reveal that the surface roughness increases slightly as the Ts increases, although the sample 

Ts150 has the lowest roughness values of the samples. This could indicate increased ordering 

of the lattice structure between the lower temperatures and 150 °C. Annealing further 

increases the surface roughness and when combined with the film thickness results of Fig. 5. 

a coarse surface is expected. The related surface topologies are presented in Fig. 7. It can be 

seen that the lowest annealing temperature does not change the surface morphology. As Ta 

increases, the MgF2 films start to form granular surfaces. The sample Ts200Ta700 consists 

of grains with a size of roughly 50–100 nm and the sample Ts200Ta900 has a grain size of 

around few hundreds of nanometers. 
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Fig. 7. Surface topology maps measured with AFM of the annealed MgF2 thin films, initially 

evaporated at 200 °C  and then annealed in 300 °C, 700 °C and 900 °C. 

In addition, the structural change of the annealed samples can be linked to the SZM, as has 

been presented by Gupta et al. [41]. According to this model, Ta/Tm ratio values between 

0.25–0.35 correspond to the Zone T of SZM. Values higher than 0.35 can be linked to major 
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grain growth that leads to porousness and cracking of the film.  Table 4 shows the SZM ratios 

of the annealed samples investigated by AFM. 

Table 4 Calculated structure zone model ratios Ta/Tm for annealed samples. 

Sample Ts200Ta300 Ts200Ta700 Ts200Ta900 

Ta/Tm 0.38 0.64 0.77 

Based on Fig.5. and Fig.7. it is clear that MgF2 films treated with RTA do not 

straightforwardly follow the model introduced by Gupta et al. [41]. Instead, the change from 

Zone T to the grain growth zone, seems to occur between 600–800 °C which corresponds 

roughly to a ratio of 0.6. The difference could be explained by shorter annealing time in our 

case or the overall accuracy of SZM when applied to annealed samples.  

The performance over time for the two test ARCs are shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that 

both ARC structures decrease the average reflectance of the un-coated solar cell, roughly 

30% at the visible wavelengths and then the reflectance slowly increases towards the infrared 

bandwidth. Ideally for multi-junction solar cells, the reflectance should remain below 5% 

from UV to 1.5µm [42]. The ARCs exhibit some deterioration in their performance, as the 

average reflectance increases, due to prolonged exposure to ambient conditions. This is likely 

due to small amounts of adsorbed water. On average the absolute difference in reflectance 

for the double layer structure is 1.1%, while for the triple layer it is only 0.5%. The absolute 

reflectance difference is higher near the UV region, and between 300-400 nm the values are 

5.2% for the double layer structure and 3.2% for the triple layer structure.  
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Fig. 8. Reflectance measurements of two different ARCs on a triple-junction solar cell right

after deposition (1st measurement) and after a year exposure to ambient conditions (2nd

measurement) and as a comparison the reflectance for the simulated design of the both ARC

structures on top of the solar cell.

To reach the highest efficiencies, multi-junction solar cells need to be current matched 

between the different junctions [43]. If the reflectance increases due time, the solar cell 

performance decreases, as the current balance changes [44]. Therefore the long time 

functionality of the coating needs to be further improved by decreasing the porousness of the 

MgF2 film. This could be done by increasing the growth temperature or possibly by more 

effective post-growth annealing process. However, this would require also parametrization 

of the other layer materials to find suitable fabrication conditions for the entire ARC 

structure. 
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4. Conclusions 

The properties of MgF2 thin film structures deposited by e-beam evaporation at different 

substrate temperatures and subjected to post-growth annealing are reported. It was found that 

the growth temperature has a large impact both on the optical and structural properties 

without changing the Mg:F ratio of the film surface. When the Ts is increased from 50 °C to 

240 °C the refractive index decreases and, on the other hand, temperatures below 200 °C lead 

to high porousness and micro-cracking. Due to the porosity, the film quality is more affected 

by humidity, which results in changes for the optical coating properties. Heating and vacuum 

treatment showed that the water trapping is partly a reversible process and that the films 

grown at higher temperature are less prone to changes in the quality due time or 

environmental effects. The high temperature (>200 °C) evaporated MgF2 films have more 

suitable properties for optical coatings, as they are mechanically more durable and provide a 

more stable refractive index that is less prone to humidity shifts. 

While the films already contain small amounts of water during the deposition, the RTA 

process is effective in removing the water and results in improving the film quality. Excess 

heating, however, shrinks the films and changes their atomic structure drastically. 

Ellipsometric measurements suggests that the film structure can be improved at temperatures 

up until 600 °C. At 600 °C the porosity of the samples Ts50-Ts240 showed lowest values 

and no shrinkage was observed. 

The functionality of MgF2 layer for long lasting practical applications was assessed by 

fabricating ARCs containing MgF2 films grown at 200 °C. The study showed that even 

though the mechanical quality was good, as there was no micro-cracking, the optical 
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performance was still negatively affected by humidity. Further study would aim to test more 

complex multilayer designs with post-deposition RTA, to reduce the influence of humidity 

and long term exposure to ambient conditions. To this end, it seems beneficial to develop an 

effective post-deposition RTA process including the other ARC materials. 
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